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INDUSTRIES
“Quality and Service Since 1932”

∙ Makes It..

∙ Delivers It..
∙ Installs It..
∙ Services It!

IMPORTANT!
If your system goes into alarm after business hours, DO NOT PANIC!
Most systems have a reserve capacity of at least 300 gallons.
Leave your information on the Service Line Voicemail Box and you will be contacted the next business day.

HOMEOWNER PANEL INSTRUCTIONS:
ON/OFF SWITCH: Shuts off power to all components of the system
TIMER:

Is factory set and needs no adjustment.

RESET:

Aerator reset breaker. This is the first item to check if the “Aerator Warning light” is
illuminated. Push in to reset the breaker. Constant popping of this breaker indicates
that the aerator is drawing excessive amperage and is due for service.

OPTIONAL HIGH
WATER ALARM:

When this light is illuminated, it is a warning of a High effluent level in the dosing
tank. The audible alarm will also come on. Call Mack Industries for service as soon
as possible. The alarm has a test button which you may push to be sure alarm is
working.

HOMEOWNER FAIL-SAFE PANEL INSTRUCTIONS:
ON/OFF SWITCH: Shuts off power to all components of the system
RESET:

Aerator reset breaker. This is the first item to check if the “Aerator Warning light” is
illuminated. Push in to reset the breaker. Constant popping of this breaker indicates
that the aerator is drawing excessive amperage and is due for service.

PUSH TO TEST:

This switch is used to test the current sensing relay. When the button is depressed, power
is cut to the aerator, triggering the current sensing relay to shut down the discharge pump
and to sound the alarm.

AERATOR
WARNING LIGHT:

When this light is illuminated, it is a warning of a High effluent level in the dosing
tank. The audible alarm will also come on. Call Mack Industries for service as soon
as possible. The alarm has a test button which you may push to be sure alarm is
working.

PUMP ALARM:

When this light is illuminated, it is a warning of a high effluent level in the dosing tank. The
audible alarm will also come on. Call Mack Industries for service as soon as possible.
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